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Abstract: Real time Streaming Media (Video Streaming) 

applications are mostly popular on the mobiles and computers 
using Internet. Due to higher demand of video streaming through 
wireless network and mobile devices, video are being transmitted 
through various heterogeneous networks so as to efficiently 
deliver to the clients devices. This has resulted in the lower quality 
of real time video, since real time streaming media has quality of 
parameter requirements like high bandwidth, low packet loss 
ratio, higher delay and jitter. Streaming media such as video 
through heterogeneous networks has more challenges due to 
unreliable wireless networks and device mobility; moreover 
bandwidth, delay and loss are unknown in advance and are 
unbounded. In this paper, effective bandwidth prediction through 
statistical technique over heterogeneous wireless communication 
networks is proposed. Statistical technique offers computationally 
efficient bandwidth prediction with reasonably better accuracy. 
Especially with mobile devices with limited computational power 
and battery life, necessitates better bandwidth prediction with 
efficient but computationally simpler algorithms. Bandwidth 
predictions assist in selecting effective network for video 
streaming when various heterogeneous networks are available. 
Detailed bandwidth prediction algorithm is presented with use of 
quality of service (QoS) parameters data sets available online. 
 

Keywords: Bandwidth prediction, quality of service parameters, 
statistical technique, heterogeneous networks.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Advances in networking technologies and video 

encoding / decoding algorithms in last few decades facilitated 
the real time video streaming, video calls and conferencing [1 
- 3]. Due to popularity of wired and wireless networks such as 
WiFi, Wimax and Bluetooth, real time video streaming and 
video delivery applications such as Youtube and Netflix have 
found to be mostly used through cellular networks.  
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The essential task for real time video streaming through 
cellular networks is to achieve at the same time high data rate, 
bandwidth and low delay for complete video transmission 
over the extremely volatile cellular networks with totally 
unknown quality of service parameters such as bandwidth, 
packet delay and loss. One of the most important issue for 
transmission of video over cellular networks is with 
increasing the data rate beyond the available bandwidth leads 
to self-congestion, and insupportable packet delays, and 
subsequently frame delays [4 – 5]. It results in loss of frames 
due over delay in receiving frames. Whereas a conventional 
data rate completely leads to under-utilization of the cellular 
networks and finally results in lower quality than that would 
be possible. However with the available massive information 
about the network, accurate topology inference and up-to-date 
estimation of every link over the network may be not possible 
as well.  But fortunately it may also be not necessary to 
estimate [6].  

It is essentially required that the video buffering data rate 
must be greater than or equal to bandwidth for real time video 
streaming. Movement of a mobile data-enabled device from a 
SSA to a WSA has a significant detrimental effect on the 
network bandwidth available to the device. Since the 
bandwidth was greater in the SSA, the bit-rate of the video 
will likely be significantly higher than the bandwidth 
available in the WSA. The sudden bandwidth deficit creates 
QoS issues for the stream service once the stream is starved of 
buffered data specifically pauses in playback [7 – 9]. Mostly 
data rate limitation techniques and bandwidth sharing are 
applied in wireless networks. However it is necessary to 
consider real time and future bandwidth constraints, location 
of the device specific to cellular networks [10]. Adaptive 
bit-rates have now been standard for many real time video 
streaming applications, with the standardization of the 
Scalable Video Content (SVC) MPEG-4 (H.264) extension. It 
thus allows for an appropriate quality of video to be chosen 
with respect to the available bandwidth. SVC is especially 
beneficial and effective for video streaming with various 
video qualities to viewers with chosen high or low bandwidth 
availability, without the need of separate encoded video files 
for each data rate [11].  

However with the availability of effective and sufficient 
real time bandwidth fluctuation algorithm, the received video 
may suffer from poor quality of service parameters especially 
with the sudden drop in the bandwidth occurs.  
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Switching to WSA does initiate lower bit rate thereby 
increasing frame loss. But if the sudden drop in bandwidth is 
due to loss of mobile signal would indefinitely delay the video 
stream and introduce pause in the playback. Thus during both 
the issues of switching to WSA and loss in mobile signal 
would lead to frame loss and starvation of the existing video 
stream buffer, and thus cause a pause in playback of video. 
Also there is possibility of no attempt to prevent pause 
through any methods to access data or restore lost bandwidth 
and signal [12]. In this paper, location based bandwidth 
prediction technique is proposed. It demonstrates that allows 
for dynamic data transmission rate limitations within a video 
streaming service. In this paper, effective bandwidth 
prediction through statistical technique over heterogeneous 
wireless communication networks is proposed. Statistical 
technique offers computationally efficient bandwidth 
prediction with reasonably better accuracy. Especially with 
mobile devices with limited computational power and battery 
life, necessitates better bandwidth prediction with efficient 
but computationally simpler algorithms. Bandwidth 
predictions assist in selecting effective network for video 
streaming when various heterogeneous networks are 
available. Detailed bandwidth prediction algorithm is 
presented with use of quality of service (QoS) parameters data 
sets available online. 

II.  RELATED WORK 

Adaptive bit-rates have now been standard for many real 
time video streaming applications, with the standardization of 
the Scalable Video Content (SVC) MPEG-4 (H.264) 
extension. It thus allows for an appropriate quality of video to 
be chosen with respect to the available bandwidth. SVC is 
especially beneficial and effective for video streaming with 
various video qualities to viewers with chosen high or low 
bandwidth availability, without the need of separate encoded 
video files for each data rate [11]. A HTTP based 
video-streaming service was demonstrated in [13] that 
practices a client-side algorithm to determine worst, best and 
appropriate bandwidth for the available networks. Extensive 
simulations of the above algorithm were successfully 
performed on the mobile networks with varying bandwidths. 
It was observed that the instant when mobile network 
bandwidth becomes restricted or drops, the request for the 
SVC begins to omit layers to lower the bit-rate in an attempt 
to ensure the bandwidth is equal to, or greater than, the 
received bit-rate. A proactive congestion control scheme for 
real time video streaming in cellular networks was 
demonstrated in [14]. The proposed model considers a 
cellular links as single-server queues emptied out by a doubly 
stochastic service process [14]. For the available bandwidth 
estimation, no particular time-evolution model for the link 
capacity is explored and it only focuses on congestion control 
without considering video adaptation rate. Work on complete 
bandwidth estimation using end-to-end bandwidth 
measurements is mostly not addressed, it may be due to 
complete measurement of bandwidth is not possible or 
identical. In paper [15 - 16] performed coarse grained 
bandwidth estimation based on clustering measurements 
between peer-to-peer clients. The issue of bandwidth 

estimation on multicast tree requires active probing. Mostly 
data rate limitation techniques and bandwidth sharing are 
applied in wireless networks. However it is necessary to 
consider real time and future bandwidth constraints, location 
of the device specific to cellular networks [10]. 
Computationally efficient bandwidth prediction with 
reasonably better accuracy is necessary especially with 
mobile devices with limited computational power and battery 
life. Statistical algorithms assist in low computational 
complexity as compared with other algorithms. 

III. BANDWIDTH PREDICTION CRITERIA 

In this paper, we adopt simple and generic statistical model 
for heterogeneous networks for bandwidth prediction. 
Statistical technique is precisely the tool to give us 
approximate solutions when the processes we're interested in 
are highly complex or unknown in their true forms. The end to 
end bandwidth observations are modeled as realizations of 
independent random variables Y generated along the path A, 
each network component J produces a bandwidth 
contribution, which is a realization of a random variable 
drawn independently from a probability distribution 
associated with component. Then, for the non-additive metric 
bandwidth, 

        (1) 
It is necessary to understand that there is no reasonable 

transformation that makes bandwidth additive, since 
bandwidth is determined by the smallest restricted access on 
the path. It makes the problem more difficult problem, 
therefore a likelihood function needs to be derived. The 
end-to-end bandwidth is given by the smallest component as 
mention in equation (1). Thus the probability that component 
J delivers high bandwidth to produce desire Y is given as 
equation (2). 

       (2) 
  Thus the probability that all the components deliver high 
bandwidth is given as equation (3) 

      (3) 

Finally to determine the likelihood function by applying 
derivative, we obtain equation (4) as  

   (4) 

This requires a proper design of the study, an appropriate 
selection of the study sample and choice of a suitable 
statistical test. The extent to which the observations cluster 
around a central location is described by the central tendency 
and the spread towards the extremes is described by the 
degree of dispersion. If we rank the data and after ranking, 
group the observations into percentiles,  
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we can get better information of the pattern of spread of the 
variables. To make the interpretation of the data simple and to 
retain the basic unit of observation, an exponential moving 
average (EMA) is a type of moving average (MA) that places 
a greater weight and significance on the most recent data 
points. The exponential moving average is also referred to as 
the exponentially weighted moving average. An exponentially 
weighted moving average reacts more significantly to recent 
value changes than a simple moving average (SMA), which 
applies an equal weight to all observations in the period. The 
EMA gives a higher weighting to recent values, while the 
SMA assigns equal weighting to all values. The weighting 
given to the most recent value is greater for a shorter-period 
EMA than for a longer-period EMA. For example, an 18.18% 
multiplier is applied to the most recent value data for a 
10-period EMA, whereas for a 20-period EMA, only a 9.52% 
multiplier weighting is used. The major difference between an 
exponential moving average and a simple moving average is 
the sensitivity each one shows to changes in the data used in 
its calculation. More specifically, the EMA gives a higher 
weighting to recent values, while the SMA assigns equal 
weighting to all values. Since EMAs place a higher weighting 
on recent data than on older data, they are more reactive to the 
latest value changes than SMAs are, which makes the results 
from EMAs timelier and explains why the EMA is the 
preferred average. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Web service QoS dataset describes real-world QoS 
evaluation results from 339 users on 5,825 Web services [17] 
and Web service QoS dataset describes real-world QoS 
evaluation results from 142 users on  4,500 Web services over 
64 different time slices (at 15-minute interval) [18]. The 
presented algorithm was evaluated on the above two QoS 
datasets. Web service QoS datasets includes a number of 
properties, such as response time and throughput. QoS 
parameters such as response time and throughput that 
includes bandwidth may change randomly for various users. 
Mainly it depends on unpredictable internet connections and 
heterogeneous network environment. The estimation of 
throughput is focused in this work. Throughput is defined as 
the average rate of successful message size (here in bits) 
delivery over a communication channel per second. In this 
experiment bandwidth prediction was performed based on the 
statistical technique through calculation of various parameters 
such as mean, min, max, mod, median, standard deviation, 
variance and covariance. The entire dataset in web services 
consist of 5825 and 4500 entries of throughput and response 
time. These throughput entries were divided into segments of 
data consisting 100, 250 and 400 entries. Each segments were 
analyzed through calculation of statistical parameters as given 
in equation (5) mean (m), (6) median (mn),  (7) max, (8) min, 
(9) median and (10) mod. 

       (5) 

  (6) 

   (7) 

  (8) 

  (9) 

 (10) 

It forms the fundamental statistical approach towards 
prediction which was supported through standard deviation, 
variance and covariance given equation (11), (12) and (13) 
respectively. 

  (11) 

 (12) 

 (13) 

 
(a) Simple moving average for 100 samples  

 
(b) Simple moving average for 250 samples 

 

(c) Simple moving average for 400 samples 

Fig. 1 Simple moving average for data set 1 
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The above parameters were calculated to final evaluate the 
simple moving average (sma) and exponential moving 

average (ema). The simple moving average calculated for 
variations.  

 

 

(a) Simple moving average for 100 samples 

 

(b) Simple moving average for 250 samples 

 

(c) Simple moving average for 400 samples 

Fig. 2 Simple moving average for data set 2 

 

(a) Exponential moving average for 100 samples 

 

(b) Exponential moving average for 250 samples 

 

(c) Exponential moving average for 400 samples 

Fig. 3 Exponential moving average for data set 1 

 

(a) Exponential moving average for 100 samples 

 

(b) Exponential moving average for 250 samples 

 

(c) Exponential moving average for 400 samples 

Fig. 4 Exponential moving average for data set 2 
Fig. 1 and 2 shows the sma for all samples of data set 
segmented into 100, 250 and 400 entries for both web 
services. The figure 1 and 2 clearly indicates the change of 
predicted value from the actual value. Thus it is not efficient 
to predict correct results from it. It was observed that the 
exponential moving average shows the better conversion into 
the prediction of bandwidth. Figure 3 and 4 shows the ema for 
the samples of data set segmented into 100, 250 and 400 
entries for both web services. Also it clearly indicates the 
conversion into the values for most of the cases.  Exponential 
moving average predicts almost correct bandwidth for 
samples with 400 entries as compared to 100 and 250 entries. 
Comparison of the results for both the dataset is tabulated in 
table 1. Also it was observed that increasing the number of 
samples per segment increases better prediction rate or 
accuracy. Thus it is very much understood that statistical 
parameters assist in better bandwidth prediction with lower 
computational complexity that may be desired at the device 
given with limited battery life.  
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V. CONCLUSION 

Streaming media such as video through heterogeneous 
networks has more challenges due to unreliable wireless 
networks and device mobility; moreover bandwidth, delay 
and loss are unknown in advance and are unbounded. In this 
paper, effective bandwidth prediction through statistical 
technique over heterogeneous wireless communication 
networks is proposed. Especially with mobile devices with 
limited computational power and battery life, necessitates 
better bandwidth prediction with efficient but 
computationally simpler algorithms. Bandwidth predictions 
assist in selecting effective network for video streaming when 
various heterogeneous networks are available. Detailed 
bandwidth prediction algorithm is presented with use of 
quality of service (QoS) parameters data sets available online. 
More specifically, the EMA gives a higher weighting to recent 
values, while the SMA assigns equal weighting to all values. 
Since EMAs place a higher weighting on recent data than on 
older data, they are more reactive to the latest value changes. .  
Exponential moving average predicts almost correct 
bandwidth for samples with 400 entries as compared to 100 
and 200 entries. Also it was observed that increasing the 
number of samples per segment increases better prediction 
rate or accuracy. Statistical technique offers computationally 
efficient bandwidth prediction with reasonably better 
accuracy. 

Table 1. Results obtained for bandwidth and its 
comparison with actual measured value. 

(a) Dataset 1 bandwidth in KB 
Samples Measured Calculated 

(SMA) 
Calculated 

(EMA) 
100 66.25 110 68.04 
250 79.98 121 78.2 
400 88.75 131 88 

(b) Dataset 2 bandwidth in KB 
Samples Measured Calculated 

(SMA) 
Calculated 

(EMA) 
100 5.444 5.033 5.445 
250 4.606 5.117 4.97 
400 5.048 5.736 5.13 
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